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Topic 1: Introduction  

Butterworths Encyclopaedic Australian Legal Dictionary defined equity as: 
 
“The separate body of law, developed in the Court of Chancery, which supplements, correct 
and controls the rules of common law.” 

Historical background 
 

• Equity is a distinct body of law in Australia – countries like France, Brazil and 
Argentina do not have equity as a separate body because their law does not arise 
from the English Court of Chancellery  

• Here, it is an organising framework for various bodies of law. It is a “historical 
accident”  

• We are in a Constitutional monarchy – the monarch is constrained by the Constitution 
• Star Chamber was abolished in the Glorious Revolution (1688?) – Court of 

Chancellery survived, but it was no longer understood as wielding the King’s personal 
power (monarch enjoyed no such power)  

• The revolutionaries preserved the Court –it could control CL but not vice versa. This 
was done through a common injunction – court of equity would issue this, and a CL 
court would recognise it. Other than that, the courts operated separately  

• Equity remedies perceived injustice by the CL courts 

Reform and Judicature Legislation  
 
By the 18th century: most basic equitable doctrines had been established- equity would modify 
common law where harsh/oppressive (but not parallel system of law) 

§ 19th century: Chancery Court criticised- delays in hearing 
§ Mid-19th century: legislation introduced to reform Equity law 

Judicature Acts 
 
S 29(1) Supreme Court Act 1986 (Vic) - Law and equity to be concurrently administered 

§ Judicature acts (19th century, England 1873 (CL injunctions abolished); Victoria 1883, 
NSW 1972)- procedural unification of equity and common law jurisdictions 

§ System of administrative integration of equity and common law jurisdictions (but 
doctrinal hierarchy) 

§ Cf. US (county courts merge law and equity); England: B of C is tortious 
action- Douglas (dissent is best statement of Aus law) 

 
Judicature is this context is the system created in England of bringing the administration of 
the two bodies of law into the one system of courts  

• So no longer need to worry abut the common injunction, because one judge 
administering both bodies of law can reason CL and equity results and decide that 
equity prevails – no need to issue a CL injunction against themselves – one judgment 
encapsulating CL and equitable components  

o Judicature came to NSW in 1972 – sense of the distinction between CL and 
equity remains relatively robust – has an effect on the legal culture  

o Equity cannot be controlled and does not need to be distinguished from the 
CL, because in the event of the inconsistency it prevails   

o Separate body of law from CL because the logic of the situations means that 
precents are usually separate in CL and equity – they don’t cross over 
because they deal with different scenarios  
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Fusion Fallacy 
 
Meagher, William Gummow and John Lehane: FUSION FALLACY: administrative fusion is 
doctrinal fusion 

• Fusion in Australia is administrative only (doctrinal hierarchy) 
o US is a fusion jurisdiction, as is NZ 

• Equity doctrines and remedies still remain separate from the common law 
• If a plaintiff has purely equitable cause of action, the remedies available are equitable 

only (Giller v Procopets- cites Heydon who attacks Lord Cooke from NZ who 
indicated that law and equity had fused) 

• An equity judge has no jurisdiction even in a fused system to grant exemplary 
damages (a Common Law remedy) in an equitable action 

 
How does fusion happen? Mixing equitable principles with common law matters (eg 
remoteness)  

• Gets to a point where there is no point having a distinction (not like this in Australia)  
• Happens when a judge uses discretion to “improve” the law in an area  
• Australian judges are very hostile to judgments made to “improve” the law - this is a 

parliamentary duty  
• The culture against fusion and judges having a rich sense of equity as a distinct 

jurisdiction has lead to less “nudging” in Australia. They remain robustly distinct in 
Australia – the idea of a Fusion Fallacy in Australia is still very much relevant (only 
the HCA has the power to change the CL)  

• Australia is a strict and orthodox jurisdiction – the consequence of this is that we have 
the most dynamic and creative equity jurisdiction in the CL  

• The situation of ‘no fusion’ requires Australian lawyers to think of creative causes of 
action to have a right to an equitable remedy  

 
Judge comments 

• Lehane J: ‘those who assert that law and equity are fused should explain what they 
mean, how it happened and what follows from it” 

• Mason J: “‘Equitable’ doctrines should now take their proper place as a part of a 
unified system of judge-made law…’ 

• Kirby J: “The doctrines and remedies of equity are part of what is now a word-wide 
legal tradition...[which in Australia] must now be harmonious with other parts of the 
law, including statute and common law”* 

• Keane J: “To elide...differences in pursuit of a common standard of fair and 
reasonable behaviour is to fail to recognise that the rules of equity and common law 
reflect radically different view of the legitimacy of human selfishness and of occasions 
for its control” (defence of Equity to Kirby) 

• Gummow J: “It is from a thriving equity jurisdiction based in a thorough understanding 
of its principles, their necessity, and the circumstances of the individual case, that the 
judge-made law continues to draw much of its sustenance” 
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Equity and the Common Law  
 

§ Equity has two zones of jurisdiction 
§ Exclusive jurisdiction 

o Rights and obligations only recognised in equity (eg trusts, fiduciary 
obligations, partnerships) 

o Here, equity acts as an extension to common law 
§ Auxiliary jurisdiction 

o Equity supplements common law rights and obligations (eg A has common 
law action for trespass, but needs equitable remedy of injunction to stop 
trespass continuing) 

o Here, equity acts as a supplement to common law 
 
Treatment of rights 

§ Equity treats property rights differently and recognises property rights as arising in 
cases the common law would not (dealt with in Assignments) 

§ Equity recognises different levels of ownership, unknown to the common law (i.e. the 
beneficiary’s interest in trust- covered in Trusts) 

o Equity enforces rights where CL doesn’t (Obligation of Confidence and 
Fiduciary Obligations) 

o Equity may deny rights CL would enforce (i.e. undue influence, 
unconscientious conduct) 

§ Equity recognises different types of obligations to Common Law (i.e. proscriptive as 
opposed to prescriptive)  

Equitable remedies 
 

§ Personal and Proprietary  
§ Specific rather than substitutionary (monetary remedies (CL) and interests in 

property/performance of obligations) 
§ Discretionary (CL: ‘as of right’ from successfully making out cause of action) 

o E.g. proprietary remedies not available for every breach 
o Justice must be done to both parties: a wide variety of matters can impact on 

remedy 
§ Remedies may justify Equity as a separate body of law 
§ Plaintiffs turn to Equity when CL does not suffice 
§ CL remedy = damages (e.g. breach of contract, or negligence)- objective is mainly 

compensatory  
§ Equitable remedies address compensation, disgorgement, restitution, nullification etc 
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Topic 2: Breach of Confidence  

Introduction 
 

§ Equity is protecting the Plaintiff against unauthorised use of its confidential 
information- focus on confidential information 

§ Is it the only way of protecting information or knowledge?  
o Confidential Info can also be protected by Statute; Contract; Employment 

Law; IP Law, and misuse/ Threatened Use of Information 
§ What role does it play in society? 

o Commerce, innovation, privacy, government secrecy and national security 

Elements 
 
P may sue D for breach of confidence (BOC) for (publication, disclosure, use) of (state what 
the information is). The court will consider four elements from Coco and O’Brien. 

1. Is the information defined with sufficient specificity?  
 
Opening sentence: The information must be defined with sufficient specificity (O’Brien) so 
that it can be particularised in pleadings (Ocular). 

• O’Brien: couldn’t point out the contents of the unit trust deed and the articles of 
association that were not common knowledge  

• Must be specific because: 
o Scope of injunction must be articulated  
o Defendant entitled to know particulars of case to be answered 

• On the facts ________, the ___ can be identified by ___ with the sufficient 
specificity as outlined by O’Brien (note – how many pieces of information?)  

 
If the information is “available to anyone in the market”, the information probably can’t be 
defined with sufficient specificity – THE INFORMATION CAN TAKE MANY FORMS  
 
Coco v AN Clark (Engineers) Ltd (1969) 
Facts:  
-P designed a moped engine (pedal driven engine) and took it to a manufacturer and after 
disclosing the details of the design the negotiations fell through 
-Ds subsequently manufactured their own moped engine 
-P alleges that D misused confidential information and sought interlocutory injunction to 
prevent sale of moped engines 
Issues: 
-Whether there was a BOC with regards to the moped engine design 
Decision:  
-Megarry J set out 3 elements necessary to establish a BOC: 
1) The information must have “the necessary quality of confidence”; 
2) Circumstances imported a duty of confidence; and 
3) Unauthorised use of the confidential information 
-On the facts element 2) was clearly made out because “the whole object of the discussions 
was that the defendant company should manufacture a moped based on the plaintiffs design 
and the plaintiff imparted his information with that object alone” 
-Element 1) was problematic because all the components of the P’s engine design were 
“available to anyone on the open market” and 3) was not made out because all P could 
do was point to similarities between his design and D’s engine –this was not sufficient 
-The motion was therefore dismissed, as the P could not establish a prima facie case 


